PREVENT RUST DURING ANY SHUTDOWN

With production stopped, it's crucial to plan accordingly to protect your metal parts from rust. When it comes to rust prevention for more than 40 years Armor Protective Packaging® has offered a full line of rust prevention and rust removal products that are clean, safe, easy to use, and extremely effective at preventing rust on your metal parts during a work stoppage.

ARMOR PRODUCTS ARE IN-STOCK & READY-TO-SHIP

Stock & Ready is more than a name, it’s our way of doing business. With Stock & Ready®, ARMOR offers over 140 rust prevention and rust removal products that are in-stock and ready-to-ship. Ordering is easy, with no order minimums, and shipping is turbo fast to ensure your metal parts and equipment remain rust free during the shutdown.

1. All items on the Stock & Ready® product list are in-stock and ready-to-ship with no order minimums.

2. Stock & Ready® orders placed by 1 p.m. EST will ship by next business day.

*Terms and conditions apply
RUST NEVER SLEEPS – EVEN DURING SHUTDOWN

Rust happens. If metal is exposed to moisture and oxygen, it breaks down and corrodes. Utilizing ARMOR VCI (vapor corrosion inhibitor) products makes for a clean, safe, and easy rust-free shutdown. Simply take your metal part(s) and enclose them inside an ARMOR product. VCs kick into action filling up the vapor space inside the container or packaging. VCI inhibiting ions are attracted to the metal and create a blanket of protection around it only 2-3 molecules thick that repels rust the entire shutdown.

BENEFITS OF ARMOR PRODUCTS

- EASY-TO-USE: simply enclose your metal part(s) in an ARMOR product
- MESS FREE: no cleaning, wiping or degreasing of metal
- SAFE: ARMOR products are clean and environmentally friendly
- MULTIPLE OPTIONS: poly film, paper, emitters, RP liquid and rust removers
- RECYCLABLE: all poly film and paper, saves money, energy and resources

ARMOR FAMILY OF PRODUCTS

VCI
POLY® FILMS
WRAP® PAPERS
SHIELD® EMITTERS

RP LIQUIDS
DRY COAT™ RP

DESICCANTS
CLAY TYVEK
SILICA GEL
CONTAINER DEVICES

REMOVAL
METAL RESCUE® BATH
METAL RESCUE® GEL